The empty chair that you can fill.

This is not an invitation to dinner, but an invitation to greatness! Each year the University's primary problem is to provide faculty salaries of sufficient worth to hold the top-flight teachers it already has and to cause men and women of distinguished reputations to make Oklahoma their teaching headquarters. Building a faculty is always the primary concern of any university that wishes to fulfill its potential for greatness.

Many state supported educational institutions, confronted with salary problems similar to Oklahoma's, have found a way to attract the great men and women of the teaching profession. It involves an alumni-university partnership in the finest sense. In many institutions comparable to O.U., alumni have given funds to endow a professorial chair or to finance such a position for a fixed number of years.

The true value of 10 endowed chairs at the University of Oklahoma cannot be calculated. Placing one in 10 different schools or departments would overnight rank Oklahoma at the top of the educational field.

Will you help fill the empty chair? For further information write:

The University of Oklahoma Foundation
Norman, Oklahoma